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winter
solstice

great conjunction
of jupiter + saturn/

A RARE COSMIC CONVERGENCE
DECEMBER 21,  2020
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ONCE PER YEAR ONCE EVERY 20 YEARS



solstice
is a moment to pause, stop “doing” and listen

suspend ego, shed fixed notions of self

change direction where needed
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GREAT CONJUNCTION of 2020

Jupiter + Saturn meet at closest point since 1623

Appear as a single bright star from earth

Great Conjunctions only happen every 20 years

Last one was May 2000 in Taurus, creating a cycle

focused on the economy, material pursuits
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JUPITER +  SATURN
combine their superpowers

JUPITER SATURN
Expansion

Cross-cultural connections

Growth

Exploring new terrain
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Restriction 

Structure

Long-term plans

Expertise & leadership



The 2020 Great Conjunction is at 0°29' Aquarius

Ends 200 years of Great Conjunctions in earth signs 

Next 150 years: Great Conjunctions will be in air signs 

Shift away from materialism, ownership, “mine” and “yours”

Shift to innovation, technology, freedom, collective mindset

Move toward “we” and “ours” 

From EARTH to AIR
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THE AQUARIAN DECADE IS HERE



SHIFT FIRE SIGNS
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ARIES LEO SAGITTARIUS

Adopt a communal mindset, share the power

Play well with others—collaborate and delegate (explain the method to your

mission!)

Be more democratic than dictatorial

Move away from doing/producing and start spreading a message

You tend to be the star or leader, independent to a fault. 

To shift into the Aquarian Decade, you can:



SHIFT...
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ARIES

To a new crew

of collaborators

LEO

To balanced and

equal partnerships

SAGITTARIUS

To an inspiring

new message



SHIFT EARTH SIGNS
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TAURUS VIRGO CAPRICORN

Put your pristine planning skills toward a world-bettering mission

Consider societal and long-term impact, not just immediate security or

financial needs

Get comfortable with being uncomfortable...in the name of growth

Try the 10/10/10 decision-making metric (how will this affect me in 10

minutes, 10 months, 10 years?)

You tend to be the workhorse and producer. 

To shift into the Aquarian Decade, you can:
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SHIFT...

TAURUS

To soul-powered

goals

VIRGO

To serving and

empowering

CAPRICORN

To providing

abundance for all



SHIFT AIR SIGNS

Allow yourself to be the “star” and to shine for the cause

Speak your truth more often, even if others don’t agree or initially get it

Give up placating and instead get comfortable with healthy disagreement

Create spaces where people feel safely heard and respected—using your

consummate communication skills!

You excel at playing the diplomat and superconnector. 

To shift into the Aquarian Decade, you can:
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GEMINI LIBRA AQUARIUS
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SHIFT...

GEMINI

To taking risks

and sharing

LIBRA

To speaking your

truth with love

AQUARIUS

To being the voice

of new ideas



SHIFTWATER SIGNS
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CANCER SCORPIO PISCES

Use your intuitive and empathic gifts to help marginalized people be seen and heard

Practice not reacting—pause and count to ten before responding

Move beyond a need for comfort, and embrace the unfamiliar

Teach others to fish instead of rushing in for the save. Empower, don’t enable!

You nurture by nature and are often led by your emotions. 

To shift into the Aquarian Decade, you can:
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SHIFT...

CANCER

To trusting your

intuitive power

SCORPIO

To leading with

your heart open

PISCES

To viewing your

sensitivity as strength



The must-have guide to 2021 for every

zodiac sign

Complete forecasts for all 12 signs—

love, success, wellness

Retrogrades, eclipses, new & full

moons, monthly hotspot dates

Available in paperback and PDF

The AstroTwins’ 

2021 Horoscope Book

Take 20% off
with code

SHIFT

astrostyle.com/2021book


